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1. INTRODUCTION
ROCKSALT is typical of the so-called ionic crystals and is a much-discussed
substance. The evaluation of its characteristic vibration frequencies on the
basis of the theory set out in Part I, and the consideration of its spectroscopic
behaviour in the light of that theory will form the
subject
of the present paper.
From ah experimental point of view, the case of rocksalt is a less
favourable one than that of diamond, the frequencies being very low and hence
crowded together
into
a region of the spectrum where observation is dit¡
and the available resolving powers are small. Nevertheless, as we shall
see, the main facts have been quite clearly established and are in striking
accord with the theoretical deductions.
2.

NATURB OF THE INTERATOMIC FORCES

Discussions of the energy of formation of the alkali halides and of their
physical properties usually proceed on the basis that the main interaction
between the constituent particles in these crystals is the ordinary electrostatie or the Coulomb force between the ions, and that these forces which
tend to contraer the dimensions of the erystal are balanced by repulsive
forces whŸ vary much more rapidly with interatomic distanee than do
Coulomb forces between charges. Various addiUonal interactions, e.g.,
Van der Waals forees, have also been considered by way of refinement of
the theory. That the electrostatie or the Madelung terna is the largest in
the expression for the eohesi~e energy of the alkali halides thus derived
might lead one to believe that the electrostatic forces would also principally
determine the frequeneies of vibration of the ions about their positions of
equilibrium. Actually, however, this is not the case, as may readily be shown
by eonsidering the eonsequencies of the eubie symmetry of the ordering of
the ions in the erystal.
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Since the electrostatic forces aeting on the ions vanish when they are
located at the points of the lattice, it follows that at the,se points (~V/bx) -=
(~V/by) = (~V]~y)= 0, where V represents the electrostatic potential in
the vieinity of a lattice point due to all the ions except the one which is
situated at that point. The cubic symmetry of the ordering also demands
that (~W/~x ~) = (~W/~y ~) = (~W/~z~). Combining these relations with
Laplace's theorem which states that the sum of these three quantities is zero,
it follows that each of them would be individuaUy zero. In other words,
not only does the electrostatic field at a lattiee point due to the surrounding
ions vanish, but ir also vanishes in its immediate vicinity. Ir, therefore,
one of the ions is displaeed a little from its position of equilibrium, the surrounding ions being undisturbed, there would be no force tending to restore
the displaced ion to its position of equilibrium. The same situation would
arise ir we imagine all the Na + ions to be displaced a little in one direction
and all the C1- ions to be displaced a little in the opposite direction, so that
each set of ions retains its cubic symmetry of arrangement. The resultant
electrostatic force on each Na + ion and on each CI- ion in their displaced
posiUons would vanish, and the frequency of the resulting oscillation would
be zero, if forces of other descriptions were non-existent. We are aecordingly
eompelled to recognize that the frequency of the vibration would be determined entirely by interatomic forces which are not primarily of eleetrostatic
origin. It follows that these are essentially short-range forces which have
a considerable magnitude as between neighbou¡
atoms but diminish very
quickly as between more distant ones.
3.

THE EIGEN IBRATIONS

As in the case of diamond discussed in the preceding paper, the rock.
salt structure has nine eigenvibrations, eight of which may be described as
normal of tangential osciUations of the octahedral of cubic layers of ions
alternately in opposite phases, and the ninth as an osciUation with respect
to each other of the two interpenetrating lattices of Na+ and C1- ions respeetively. These modes may be readily visualised with the aid of diagram
of the structure of rocksalt (Fig. 1). As in the case of diamond again, the
¡
step we shall take is to arrange these nine eigenvibrations in a descending
sequence of frequeney, thereby faeilitating a compa¡
of the theoretically
derived spectrum with the experimental data. Sueh arrangement is readily
possible in view of the eonclusion stated earlier, viz., that the atomie interactions whieh determine the vibration frequeneies are short-range forees.
We may, in the first instanee, eonsider the interaetions between eaeh
Na + ion and the 6 surrounding C1- ions and similarly also the interaction
A3
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between each Cl- ion and the six surrounding Na + ions, neglecting the forces
due to the more distant ions in each case. So long as the
octahedral
grouping
of the surrounding ions is undisturbed, the restoring force per unit displacement acting on the central ion when it is displaced would be independent
of direction, and ir is also evident that ir would be the same whether it is
Na + or C1-. We shall denote this force by P and assume that it arises from
an approach or recession of the Na + and C1- ions relatively to each other.
The frequency of ala oscillation would accordingly be determined by the
magnitude of such displacements and by the masses of the moving particles.
On this basis, the nine eigenvibrations faU into four groups, consisting of
3, 2, 2 and 2 respectively, each group having the same frequency. The first
group of 3 eigenvibrations consists of:
(I) The normal oscillation of the cubic planes with Na + and CI- ions
in these planes moving In the same phase ;
(II) the tangential oscillation of the cubie planes, with the Na + and C1ions in these planes moving in opposite phases; and
(HI) the oscillation of the Na + and Cl- lattices against each other in
any arbitrary direction.
It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the displacemeuts of the Na + and C1ions relatively to each other are the same in aU the,se three cases. Accord-
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ingly, the operative force-constant is equal to P and the frequency v of
vibration in wave-numbers is given by the formula

mi and m2 being the masses of the Na + and CI- ions respectively. The second
group of eigenvibrations consists of
(IV) the normal oscillations of the Na + ions in the octahedral planes,
the C1- ions remaining at rest; and
(V) the tangential oscillations of the Na + ions in the octahedral planes,
the CI- ions remaining at test. These two oscillations have the frequency
1
47T%2C2= P 9 - -

ma

(2)

The third group of eigenvibradons consists of
(VI) the normal oscillations of the CI- ions in the octahedral planes,
the Na + ions remaining at rest: and
(VII) the tangential oscillations of the C1- ions in the octahedral planes,
the Na + ions remaining at test. These two oscillations have the frequency
1
4"rr2v2c=-----P 9 -m~
-.

(3)

The fourth group of eigenvibrations consists of
(VIII) the normal oscillations of the cubic planes of atoms, the Na +
and CI- ions in these planes moving in opposite phases and
(IX) the tangential oscillations of the cubic planes of atoms, the Na +
and C1- ions in these planes moving in the same #ases. These two oscillations have the frequency
41r%2c:= O.
(4)
For a final ordering of the nine eigenvibrations in a descending sequence
of frequency, we have to consider also the forces of interaction between each
Na + ions and the 12 surrounding Na + ions, and similarly also the forces
between each C1- ion and the 12 surrounding C1- ions. It is readily seen
that mode I would then have the highest frequency in the first group, since
8 out of the 12 like ions move in the opposite direction to the ion under eonsideration and thereby increase the restoring foree. In mode II, 4 of the
like ions move in the same direction and 4 in the opposite direction,
cancelling out each other's effects. In mode HI, aU the 8 like ions which
exert appreciable forces move in the same direetion, thus diminishing the
restoring foree and therefore also the vibration frequency.
The 3
modes thus arrange themselves in the order indicated. In the seeond and
third groups it is readily seen from considerations similar to those state~
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above, that the normal modas would llave higher frequencies than the
tangential ones. This is also the case in the fourth group, the frequencies
of which no longer vanish when the forces between like ions are taken into
consideration. These have naturally the lowest frequencies of all the nine
eigenvibrations. Tabla I summarises the foregoing results.

TABLE I
Eigen vibrations of the Rocksalt Slructure
Descendin g
sequence of Degeneraey
Ÿ

t
II
III

t
..j
I
""I
"'i

IV

I
i

Oscillating units

Direction
of motion

3

Cubic Planes

Normal

ti

Cubic Planes

Tangential

3

Two lattices

Arbitrar),

4

Octahedral Plane,

Normal

8

Octahedral Planes Tangential

VI

"'i

4

OctahedJal Planes Normal

VII

..

8

Octahedral Planes Tangential

VIII

..

3

Cable Planes

N orinal

IX

..

6

Cubic Planes

Tangential

4.

Detailed description

Na and CI ions moving in
the same phase
Na and CI ions moving in
opposite phases
Na and Cl ions moving in
opposite phases
Na ions moving and
Cl ion.s at rest
N a ions moving and
CI ions at re.st
Cl ions
moving and
N a ions at rest
CI ions m0vings and
N a ions at rest
N a and CI ions in opposite
phases
N a and CI ions in
same phases

EVALUATIONOF THE EIGENFREQUENCIES

To carry the matter a step further and evaluate the frequencies of each
of the nino eigenvibrations, we shall mako uso of the exact theoretical
formul~ deriv•d by K. G. Ramanathan (1947) in a paper app•aring in these
Proceedings which take into account the interaction between the ions of
each kind and their 26 nearest neighbours. They contain 11 independent
constants which express the forces arising from such interactions and ara
connected by two additional relations. Ramanathan's formul~e may
be simpli¡
by igno¡
the effect of the 8 most remota ions expressed by
bis constant V appearing in them, and also by putting bis eonstants R, S
and S' aU equal to zafo. The former step is justi¡
on the view that we
ara here concerned with short-range forces, and the latter by the consideration that the constants R, S and S' refer to forees whieh arise from displacements whioh do not alter the distante between the interaeting ions. On
anY reasonable view of the origin of the interactions in an ionie erystal with
eubio symmetry, such forees should be vanishingly small in comparison with
the forees arising from displacements which altar the distanees between the
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interacting ions. It may be remarked also that T and U in Ramanathan's
formulm represent forces between two ions of the same kind arising from a
unit displacement of one of them, the force T being paraU•l to the displacement and the force U transverse to it, both being inclined at the same angle
of 45 ~ to the line joining the two interacting ions. In these circttmstanees
and eonsidering the ionic nature of the structure, it is a justifiable simplification of the formulm to put T = U and similarly also T ' = U'. With these
simplifications, the final formul~e eontain only four unknown constants
P, P', T, T' which are connected by the relation
(P + 8T) = (P'+ 8T')
(5)
Further,
P ~ . T and P ' ~ . T '
(6)
from which it follows
P m P'
(7)
The formula~ for the frequency of the nine eigenvibrations as thus simplified arc listed in Table II.
TABLE I I

Frequency Expressions
P and P' ate positive ; T and T" ate negative.

Descending
sequence of
frequency
1

4n2~2c:

..

Ii

,.

III

..

IV

..

V

..

VI

..

VII

..

VIII

IX

..

o.i

P-8T

+ l~
~-8T"

fJ/1

+ 1O(T+Z')

~2

e + ~ + S(T+~
JfJt

ffJ2

P+8T
ff'/X

m l ~-m2

+ P*+8"I'*
~
~"2

Descripfion of mode

ra~ + m 2

Normal oscillation of cubic planes with Na
and CI in same phase
Tangential oscillation oi cubic planes with
N a and CI in opposite phases
Oscillation of the two lattices in opposite
phases

P-8T

Normal oscillation of Na ions in octahedra]
planes

P+4T

Tangential oscillation of Na ions in octahedral planes

mx

P' - 8T"
fn 2

I~+4T'

,,,,:

I6(T+T')
~ 1 "]" t n 2

S(T+T')
ml-l-m z

Normal oscillation of CI ions in octahedral
planes
Tangential oscillation of
hedral planes

CI ions in octa.

Normal oscillation of cubic planes with Na
and CI in opposite phases
Tangential oscillation of cabio planes
N a and CI in same phase

wit~
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One of the noteworthy features which emerge from the table is that
the vibration in which the two lattices move in opposite phases is not that
of the highest frequency but is only the third in the list, though the frequency
ditterenees between it and the two others above are not large. The four
modes appearing in the middle of the table fall into pairs whose frequencies
are approximately as the square roots of the masses of the chlo¡
and the
sodium ions. The two modes at the foot of the table stand out from the
rest by reason of the fact that their frequencies depend only on the weak
interactions between similar ions instead of on the stronger interactions
between the dissimilar ones, as in the case of the other modes. It will be
notieed that the ratio of their frequeneies is ~/2.
5. ACTrVITY IN LIGHT-SCA'rTERI~C,
The eight eigenvibrations which are movements of the cubic and octahedral layers of atoms in the crystal are necessa¡ inactive in light-scattering
in the first approximation, since the motion is in opposite phases in alternate
layers. The oscillation of the lattices of Na and CI ions with respect to eaeh
other is also inactive but for a different reason, namely the location of the
Na and C1 iom alternately along the cube axes, in consequence of which the
va¡
of their optical polarisability resulting from their movements
cancel out in the first approximation.

In the se•ond approximation, all the nine modes may be active, giving
rito to octaves and eombinations of the fundamental frequencies as
shifts in light-seattering. The intensity of the observable effects would however depend notably on va¡
factors, ineluding especially the nature of
the movements of the neighbouring Na and CI ions with respect to each
other. These movements are ver), similar in modes I, II and lII, the two
C1-"ions on each side of a Na+ ion along the cube axis respectively approaching and receding from it, while the two "Na+ ions on each side of a C1- ion
behave similarly with respeet to the latter. Proviaed the amplitude of atomic
movements Ÿ su.O~cientlylarge, which
would
be the case in the present theory
whieh regards the movements as restricted to extremely small volume elements in the erystal, each pair of neighbouring Na + and CI- ions at the phase
of their nearest approach would have a polarisability greater than the value
averaged over the whole period, thus giving rise to a variation of double
freqaeney. Modes I, II and HI would therefore aH be active to mueh the same
extent, but sinee mode II has a degeneracy 6, it should appear as the octave
more strongly than either mode I or HI which has a degeneraey of 3 only.
We may now consider modes IV and V which represent oscillations of
the Na + ions only lying in the octahedral layers, as also modes VI and Vil
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which represent similar oscillations of the CI- ions only. We notiee that
the nature of the approach of the Na + and CI- ions to each other is very
different in the normal and tangential modes in each case. In the normal
modes, viz., IV and VI, six ions of one kind simultaneously approaeh or
recede from an ion of the other kind, while in the tangential modes, viz.,
V and VII, two ions of one kind approach, two recede, and two others remain
at the same distante. Henee the changes of polarisabifity should be muela
larger in the normal modes IV and VI than in the tangential modes V and
VII. Further, sinee the refraetivity of the C1- ion is very mueh larger than
that of Na+, it follows that mode VI in whieh the six CI- ions surrounding
a Na + ion simutaneously approaeh or recede from it should display a much
stronger aetivity in light-scattering than mode IV in which six Na + ions
simultaneously approaeh or reeede from a C1- ion. Indeed, one may justifiably infer that in respeet of intensity in seeond-order scattering, mode VI
would transcend in intensity aU the other eight modes. Mode VIII which
is a normal oscillation of the eubie planes involves only small changes in the
relative distance of the Na + and C1- ions and should therefore be very weak
in
light scattering, while mode IX whieh is a transverse oseillation of the same
planes should be stiU weaker.
6.

ACTIVIrY IN ISFRX-RED ABSORP'I~ON

Since the two interpenetrating lattices in the strueture of rocksalt consist of d/ssimilar particles, their oscillation against each other (mode HI in
our table) is necessarily active in infra-red absorption. In all the other
eight eigenvibrations, the phase of the motion is reversed at each suecessive
layer, and henee if regarded as independent normal vibrations of the structure,
the), should be inactive in respect of infra-red absorption. The assumed
independence of the modes in respeet of their excitation by infalling radiation is, however, very lar from corresponding with reality. Owing to the
anharmonicity and the finite amplitudes of oseillation, the different eigenvibrations are in effect coupled with eaeh otber, and hence any one mode
which is active would induee ah activity in the other so-called inactive motles.
Modes I and II ate very similar to mode HI in their general eharaeter, sinee
the latter may be regarded as being either a normal o r a tangential oscillation of the layers of the Na + and C1- ions in the crystal parallel to the eubie
planes. They also differ from it comparatively little in frequency. Hence
the intense activity of mode III, eonsequential on the Na + and C1- ions carrying opposite charges of electricity, must necessarily also result in indueing
a strong activity of modes I and II. Mode HI may likewise be regarded as
a normal or tangential osciUation of the oetahedral layers of the Na + and C1ions in the crystal against each other. Henc~ the intense activity of mode
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HI would similarly induce ah aetivity of modes IV, V, VI and Vil, but in a
much less measure than in the case of modes I and II, since the former involve
only the Na + or the CI- layers moving but not both, and also since the approximation in frequency is much less close. We may therefore conclude that
the ¡
infra-red aetivity of rocksalt would be very strong for modes
I, II and HI. and would fall olT rapidly as we pass successively to modes IV,
V, VI and VII. Modes VIII and IX eould searcely be expeeted to show any
such induced activity of the ¡
order in view of their very low frequencies.
Seeond-order infra-red aetivity may arise either from meehanical or
electrical anharmonieity. In the p'resent case, sinee the Na+ and C1- ions
carry electrie eharges, it is the mechanical anharmonicity with which we are
principally concerned. Since mode IIl has ah intense ¡
activity,
it should also be active in the second order. The other eight modes being
inaetive in the ¡
order if regarded as independent normal vibrations, they
can be active in the seeond order only by reason of electrical anharmorª
Such aetivity would however be much less important in the circumstances
of the case than the aetivity induced by their proximity in frequency to the
intensely active fundamental vibration, viz., mode III. In other words, such
of the oetaves and eombinations of the various primary frequeneies as are
not too remote from the fundamental frequeney of mode III may be expected
to become active to an extent determined principally by sueh contiguity.
7. TI~ SVECTROSCOVICFACTS
The results set out in the four preeeding sections taken a s a whole give
us a theoretieal picture of the speetroseopie behaviour of roeksalt eapable
of being compared with the picture of the actual faets as observed by various
investigators. Sucia a eompa¡
shows a striking agreement, both generally and in details, and thus eonfirms the ~ correetness of the theoretical
approach made to the problem. For the sake of convenience, we shall make
the compa¡
in three successive steps.

The Frequency Spectrum.--Table II gives the theoretical formul~e for
the frequencies in
temas of four force-constants, viz., P, P', T and T'. These
constants are not aU independent but ate connected with each other by the
relation (P q-8T), = (P'-[-ST'), with the further indication that P and P'
are nearly equal to eaeh other, and that both are very much larger than
T and T'. We can make use of these relationships to simplify the formulm
still further by replaeing both P a n d P' in the exprcssions by a single constant P which is the mean of the two, and similarly replacing T and T' by
a single constant T whieh is their mean. From the structure of the formular,
ir is evident that such replacement would not materiaUy alter the numerical
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III

Calculated and Observed Values of the Eigenfrequencies
P=2.422

x 104

Serial Order

I

..

P- 8T

..

1V

..

V

..

+

#
#

III

+

~

..

VIII

..

~

321"
-

16T

mt+m2

P+8T
/*
P-8-r
tJtl

P+4T
mi

~2

VIl

-

tot+m2

P-8T

VI

IX

4n2v2c z

P

II

dynr per cm.

P+4T
m2

32T

rax+m2
16T
r o l dl- m 2

T=

- - 0 " 0 5 3 x 104

dynes per cm.

Calculated
Frequency

Observed
Frequency

cm.-I

cm.-I

Activity in
Light-scattering

172

175

Strong

164

167

Very Strong

157

150

Strong

145

143

Strong

128

I~9

Weak

117

117

Very Strong

103

101

Weak

70

67

Very W e a k

50

43

Very W e a k

value of any of the frequencies, while on the other hand, it affords the advantage of enabling us to express all the nine frequeneies in temas of two
independent constants only, one of wb•
is very mueh larger than the
other. Table III shows the formul~e as thus simplified in the seeond column,
being the usual symbol for the reduced mass of the Na + and CI- ions. With
the assumed values of P and T shown at the head of the table, the
numerical values have been calculated and shown in the third column in
wavenumbers. The fourth eolumn shows the observed frequeneies, de¡
from the investigation by Dr. R. S. K¡
on the second-order spectrum
of light-scattering reported in these Proceedings (1947). It will be noticed
that there is exceUent agreement throughout.

Activity on Light-Scattering.--In bis paper on the case of rocksalt
appearing in these Proceedings, Dr. R. S. Krishnan (1947) has set out and
discussed the facts ascertained by hito in full detail, and it is searcely necessary therefore to traverse the same grouud here, It is sufficient to remark
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that in all respects, vi.,., the discrete structure of the spectrum, the magnitude
of the frequency shifts and the relative intensities with which they appear,
the experimental facts are in agreement with the indications of theory set
out in Section 5 above. Of particular significance is the observation made
by K¡
that the sharp and intense line with a frequency shift of 235 cm.-x,
which is a conspicuous feature in the spectrum as recorded even with small
instruments, remains sharp and gains in intensity relatively to the rest of the
spectrum when recorded with instruments of higher dispersion and greater
resolving power, thereby clearly demonstrating its monochromatic character.
As will be seen t:rom Table III, this line represents the octave of mode VI.
Ir appears with ah intensity transcendiiag that of all other features in the
spectrum, a fact which is readily understood since in this mode, the C1- ions
which have a lar higher refraetivity than the Na + ions simultaneously
approach towards or recede away from the latter in groups of six at a time.

Activity in ln.fra-Red Absorption.--The fundamental mode of highest
frequency and its overtones sharply define t.he upper limits of frequency
of the successive orden of spectra. Expressed in wave-lengths, these limits
are respectively 57/z, 29/~, 19/~ and 14/z. On our present theory, we should
expect large changes in the behaviour of rocksalt on passing over these limits.
In agreement with this expectation, the observational data show a transition
from nearly perfect transparency to praetically complete opacity for a thickness of 5 cm. in the wave-length range from 14/~ to 19 t~. A similar transition occurs for a thickness of 0.05 cm. in the wave-length range of 19/~
to 29 t~, and for a thickness of 0.0005 era. in the wave-length range from
29/~ to 57/~. For the last mentioned thickness the most intense absorption
is found in the region from 57 t~ to 66/~ which includes the frequencies of
the three most strongly active modes I, II and III. The overall picture of
the observed behaviour of.rocksalt is thus in aeeord with the indications
of the theory.
In view of the numerous overtones and eombinations present and also
eonside¡
the prominent role played by mechanical anharmonicity in the
absorption of infra-red radiations by rocksalt, we would not be justified in
expecting the absorption data to show up the discrete charaeter of the vibration spectrum very obviously. Even ir theoretieal considerations had permitted any such result, the low resolving powers used and the diffieulties of
observation in the remote infra-red would prevent its realisation. Some
indications of the discrete structure of the spectra are however fortheoming
from the work of Czerny (1930) and Barnes and Czerny (1931). These
authors have studied the variation with wave-length in the reflecting power
of a rocksalt p l a t e a t nearly normal incidente, and also the variations of
the )ransmission coefficient with wave-length for plates of different thicknesses,
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Their results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, carefuUy redrawn with wavenumbers
instead of wave-lengths as abscissa~; for purposes of comparison, the fundamental vibration frequencies and their overtones have becn indicated on
the absciss~e by heavy lines and the various possible combinations by dotted
lines. It wiU be seen from Fig. 2 that the reflecting power rises steeply and
reaches its maximum value at the point where the first-order vibration spectrum ends. The fall of the reflecting power in the region of the second-order
spectrum is less abrupt and shows undulations, the positions of which roughly
agree with the overtone frequencies of our modes VI'I, VI and V.
It is a noteworthy feature in Fig. 3 that the " p e a k " of absorption
even with the thinnest films does not coincide with the frequency of the
oscillation of the Na + and CI- lattiees with respeet to each other which is
our mode III, but is shifted definitely to a higher frequeney. The explanation
of this effect is evidently that besides mode II'I, there aro other modes, v/z.,
I and II, and also various eombinations in the vicinity whieh are active, and
the course of the absorption eurve is determined by the superposition of aU
their activities. The subsidiary maximum at 143 era.-1 notieed in the absorption eurve for the seeond thinnest film may be identified with the fundamental frequeney of mode IV. With the thiekest of the three ti!ras, tmdulations are noticed in the absorption curve at approximately the same frequeneies as the oetaves of modes VII and V. Mentzel (1934) has reeorded
ala inflexion in the abs0rption curve of rocksalt at about 290 era.--x which ma),
be interpreted as due to the activity of the overtones of modes I'II and IV.
7.

S ~ v

Ir is pointed out that the vibration frequeneies of the roeksalt structure
are determined entirely by short-range atomie interactions, sinee the effeets
of the Coulomb forces cancel out. The numerical evaluation of the nine
eigenfrequencies on this basis leads to results in excellent aeeord with the
observational data. Their activities in light-seattering and infra-red absorption
are also discussed. T h e vibration most
strongly
active in light-seattering is that
of the C1- ions normal to the octahedral planes, the Na + ions remaining at rest.
It is also pointed out that the peak of the Ÿ
absorption at 61 tL for
thin films observed by Bames and Czerny does not represent the frequency of
oseiUation of the Na and C1 lattices with respeet to each other, but is shifted
with respect to ir owing to the activity of other modes in the vicinity.
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